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The safety and security of employees, customers
and property is of the utmost importance
to business owners. A video surveillance
system provides an excellent means
of monitoring and protecting these
valuable assets. Clear2there is making
it easier than ever for any organization
to enjoy the many benefits of video
security with its Video Surveillance as a
Service (VSaaS) offering.
Clear2there VSaaS is a cloud-hosted,
subscription-based video security system
that allows users to remotely manage, access,
record, and store video content entirely in the cloud.
This model offers low up-front capital expenses and a
predictable monthly operating cost.
Because the Clear2there cloud-based video surveillance platform records, processes
and stores video in the cloud, it eliminates the need for costly on-premises equipment.
With no servers or software to install and manage on-site, any business can quickly and
easily deploy an enterprise-class video surveillance system. Our VSaaS model reduces
the need for IT involvement by automating all software updates and maintenance. For
one low monthly subscription fee, you receive cloud service and storage, cameras and
licensing, updates, and support.

CLEAR2THERE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

Video surveillance systems from other solution providers often require a user to download and watch large sections of video to find
a specific incident of interest. Additionally, sharing the video can require copying to a separate file and emailing it as an attachment
or saving it to a DVD. Clear2there’s remote monitoring capabilities enable video to be viewed from any location, at any time of the
day or night over a smartphone, tablet, or computer. Our intuitive web-based interface is remarkably easy to use and doesn’t require
installation of any software. Via a unique touch-enabled snapshot timeline, you can quickly locate video for a specific event, and then
easily review, archive and share that video with others as needed.

With a focus on interconnectivity, the Clear2there Viewbiquity Cloud Application
Suite (VCAS) can fully integrate your video surveillance system with a broad
mix of other Clear2there best-of-breed systems and components, including
access controls, HVAC, lighting, intrusion and security, environmental, energy
management and more. The Clear2there VCAS platform provides:
easy-to-use web interface: Manage and review your video surveillance
> An
systems via our easy-to-use web interface, which can be accessed directly
from any internet-connected smartphone, tablet, desktop PC or other device.

automation and management: Create and edit customized
> Intelligent
schedules and automation rules that enable intelligent business
management.

notifications: Receive real-time alerts via email, text message
> Automated
and even text-to-voice phone calls informing you of activity within your
business.

Key Business Benefits

Solution Deployment: The elimination of on-site servers,
> Rapid
storage, networking gear and software means faster system

>
>
>
>
>
>

deployment and configuration.
Lower Costs: Clear2there VSaaS offers low up-front capital
expenses and a predictable monthly operating cost.
Flexible Storage Retention: Select a subscription plan option
offering 30, 60 or 90 days of cloud video storage, all in stunningly
clear high definition resolution.
Superior Video Management Technology: Clear2there cameras deliver
exceptional compression and noise reduction performance for better
picture quality and superior bandwidth efficiency.
Simplified System Administration: Process intensive hardware and
software reside in the cloud, with updates and ongoing maintenance
managed off-site by Clear2there.
Advanced Security and Reliability: Store your video safely on enterprise-grade hardware in highly secure, state-of-the-art
data center facilities that comply with the most rigorous industry security standards.
Investment Protection: A cloud-based solution offers risk-free technology longevity and is better equipped to meet the
present and future needs of your business.
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